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The feminine virtue outraged 

  The defensive essence associated to the Spanish War of Independence granted 

special public relevance to women and placed them in scenarios considered masculine. 

The actual names associated with that popular feat illustrate the determined power of 

feminine presence in the national fight which took place in a moment of maximum 

convulsion. The starting point of this phenomenon has to be sought on the Second of 

May, 1808. On that mythical day, the folk of Madrid became aware of the danger that 

the French presence in the city supposed when they contemplated what occurred to the 

members of the royal family who still remained in Madrid. Aragon writer José Mor de 
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Fuentes, witness to the occurred in the streets of the Spanish capital, accurately 

described the start of this collective fury and how Napoleon Bonapart´s decision to 

gather all the royal family in Bayona was taken: “En eso asoma mi amiga la condesa de 

Giraldeli, dama de Palacio y me grita: “¿A dónde va usted, Mor de Fuentes, si hay un 

alboroto tan grande?”; “¿Y por qué es el alboroto?”, le dije. “Porque los franceses, me 

contestó, se quieren llevar al infante don Francisco”; “Pues yo he de ver en lo que para”, 

le repliqué, y la dejé marchar toda azorada y congojosa”.- in Spanish original quote-.  

Many people from Madrid interpreted these actions as an intolerable mistreatment, 

which, adding insult to injury, was perpetrated by foreigners. In a few hours, a mutiny 

was organized in which women, defenders of the domestic, acquired unusual presence. 

As in the classical mutinies of subsistence, they reacted spontaneously to the imminent 

danger:  

En esto se aparece una mujer de veinticinco o treinta años, alta, bien parecida, 

tremolando un pañuelo blanco; se pone a gritar descompasadamente: “armas, armas”, y 

todo el pueblo repitió la voz, yendo continuamente a más el enfurecimiento general 

[…]. Entretanto, las señoras, además de tener preparadas sus macetas o floreros, iban 

acercando sus muebles a los balcones para tirarlo todo a la cabeza de los franceses, con 

lo cual su caballería quedaba absolutamente imposibilitada de obrar, y su infantería iba 

a perecer a manos del paisanaje y de la guarnición (Mor de Fuentes, 1981: 62). –original 

quote- 

The decision of Marshal Murat to fire against the congregated population turned 

out to be the spark which triggered the revolt. The people from Madrid responded with 

vengeance to the first deaths, mainly men. According to estimations realized by 

historian Ronald Fraser, in the up rise of Second of May against the French, 

approximately 1670 civilians fought, which represented 0.94% of the city´s population. 

Of this amount, 37 were women combatants, number to which we have to add 8 more 

that were registered as –Lady-, for having a superior social status. This number 

therefore places them as the fourth group of civil combatants in percentile importance, 

following “personnel and services”, “various”, “craftsmen” and “prisoners”. The 

elevated number of casualties suffered in the scuffle, in addition to the consumed 

executions, indicates the harshness of the struggle which took place in those hours in 

Madrid. Of the group of the consigned civil combatants, 250 died in the direct fight with 

the French while 125 were executed. Amongst women, 25 lost their lives, none being at 
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the hands of the firing squad. The 20 remaining were wounded, to different levels of 

seriousness. (Fraser, 2006: 769-774). 

 The specific identity of one of the female casualties, Manuela Malasaña, 

included in Fraser´s database in the category of “combatant not executed”, went on to 

become paradigm of the resistance. As in so many other stories where no documented 

facts exist, the events that surround her death form part of the symbolic narration 

belonging to the War of Independence. According to one version, the young woman lost 

her life while taking bullets to her father, who was fighting in front of his family house 

in the Madrid Street of San Andrés. Another theory affirms, on the other hand, that the 

brave girl was assassinated by French couple who wished to abuse her when returning 

home from the sewing workshop where she worked. A third, which seems to be the real 

one, assures that Manuela was executed before the French firing squad for yielding a 

pair of scissors, breaching Murat´s order of not possessing weapons. Either way, the 

tragedy of the 17 year old dressmaker responds to two classical patriotic stereotypes: the 

memorable resistance of the families before the exterior invader and the defense of the 

outraged women´s virtue before the savagery of the invader. The first highlights the 

figure of Juan Malasaña, who, overcoming the pain of his loss, fills himself with 

courage and continues shooting the French with his dead daughter at his feet. The power 

of the second tale falls upon Manuela, who would be the image of the sacrificed youth 

for defending the “castizo” (authentic Castilian) and the atavistic fear to the sexual 

assault in armed conflicts. It was the actual suffering from women before the brutal fact 

of war which called the attention of Francisco de Goya and led him to paint various 

engravings denominated “Desastres de la guerra”. The titles of these prints reflect the 

anonymous female heroism, but above all, the horror lived by the Spaniards from the 

beginning moments of the conflict. The sexual violence exerted by French soldiers upon 

them is a much repeated topic in the drawings, for example in number 9 titled “No 

quieren”. In the mentioned engraving, an old woman tries to impede, knife in hand, that 

a young woman be forced by an out-of-control man. Goya was interested in reflecting 

the suffering and the popular reaction to all form of aggression and to the authorities 

strengthen their cause through the fabrication of reference myths. In this context of war 

against the invader was how, as a result of the necessity to sublimate the collective 

values and the blend of names and real situations.    

 

From the pitcher to cannons 
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Once terminated the mutiny in Madrid, a long war arose which gave event to 

further female heroic deeds. In the months following, women were present in all the 

resistance fronts created in Spain. Where they gained most importance was in the siege 

of the cities, as the indispensible elements were present for the representation of the 

national drama. Biological patriotism with great doses of passion. Women would create 

Motherland in the besieged cities defending their property and families. In no other 

Spanish locality had the female feats had such notoriety as in Zaragoza, which remained 

as a symbol of popular rebellion against the foreign invader. During mid-June 1808, the 

almost fifty thousand neighbors who at the time resided in the Aragon capital felt 

threatened by the French troops present in the proximities of their houses. Thousands of 

them went to the streets to impede the invaders from entering the interior of the town. In 

the access gates cannons were deployed and handled by the few artillery men available 

from the Spanish army. As military leaders able of directing the resistance were scarce, 

the actual neighbors organized themselves and managed to avoid the occupation. 

Witnesses present talked of the magnitude of the emerged human tide in the sense of the 

defense of the city by all types of people, young and old, men and women. They, 

women, were decisive in these events, disobeying orders to remain indoors from the 

authorities after the beginning of the uprising. María Consolación de Azlor y 

Villavicencio, Countess of Bureta, transformed her mansion into a refuge for women 

and monks with whom the “Amazon Squadron” was created, in charge of providing 

supplies to the combatants and taking care of the wounded as well. The actual Countess 

detailed what her services consisted of to the Motherland in a memorial which she 

presented to the Junta de Aragón: 

Para animar a los artilleros les daba ranchos con la abundancia posible; y cuando el 

enemigo se apoderó de la calle del Coso el día 4 de agosto, después de haber empleado 

todos los medios de persuasión para detener a la tropa y gente de armas que se iba de la 

ciudad, formó por sí misma baterías en la calle nueva del Mercado y de Antón Trillo, 

previno a las mujeres refugiadas en su casa que si llegaban los franceses que estaban a 

pocos pasos de distancia, tirasen desde los balcones y tejados las piedras y cascos de 

bomba que había prevenidos al intento, mientras la exponente les hacía fuego desde las 

rejas bajas con sus criados de edad (pues los jóvenes acudían siempre a los combates) y 

unos religiosos que tenía en su casa por habérseles arruinado sus conventos (cit. Marín 

Arruego, 1999: 107) .- original quote- 
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The great collective effort deployed explains that the repeated French attempts to 

occupy the Aragon capital failed time and time again. The severe bombing it was 

subject to during the first siege resulted in a tremendous environment of chaos and 

popular unrest in which the figure of Agustina de Aragon emerged, a woman who had 

moved from her home town of Barcelona to Zaragoza following her first husband, the 

Catalonian artillery man Juan Roca Vilaseca. The chronics and iconography place her at 

Portillo Gate, one of the most chaotic and dangerous places of the city. According to the 

traditional tale, having seen the damaged caused by the French, with almost no time to 

stop and think, Agustina went from calming the thirst of the men, task repeated in many 

geographical points of Spain during that scorching summer of 1808, to firing, herself, 

the cannon and instilling courage to the demoralized guardians of mentioned gate. Due 

to this feat she obtained glory, however, this does not put an end to her contribution to 

the defense of the country; she strayed from her husband to continue fighting in 

different zones of Spain.    

 In 1811, after eluding another arrest, she formed part of the guerilla that 

Francisco Abad led in Castilla La Mancha, with the men from the party she was 

dedicated to destroying convoys and obstructing the supplies to French troops. 

Agustina´s participation in this guerilla was, certainly, an exceptional case but not 

unique, as there were other women who were also incorporated to one of the many 

guerilla parties which were formed throughout the entire country. It is evident that the 

jointly constituted politics due to the invasion did not have any problems in the 

recruitment of Spaniards, willing to defend their country from the French. Women had 

historically been excluded from combat due to a presumed physical weakness; however, 

they were never entirely parted from the army. It was accepted, and even believed 

beneficial, that they accompany men to the front to attend their basic necessities, from 

nutrition to sexual. The self-defensive character that the war of Independence adopted 

from the beginning became a reality in the creation of guerillas, a genuine form of 

fighting from the Spanish folk, accustomed to resolving their problems without the help 

of the authorities.  The essence of the guerilla´s activity as understood was based on the 

familiarity of the population with the land and its dwellers. Such knowledge was ideal 

when it came to realize information tasks regarding French troop movements, and to 

make the sacrificed life of the guerillas easier. Women fit perfectly into these types of 

tasks, which all be it, had been performing all their lives.  
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Though few in number, the registered cases of guerillas actively fighting 

indicate that the feminine mobilization reached all the open fronts. Nevertheless, there is 

no doubt that the spirit of the women enrolled in the guerillas depended much on their 

personal situation. The kinship with the guerilla leader would be definite when it came 

to “going to the battlefield”, especially if sentimental feelings existed in between. Most 

of the cases of women guerillas were exceptional, as the active intervention in the party 

meant a less conventional life than the female model present at the beginning of 19 C. 

we have to take into account, in addition, that guerilla work implied mobility, i.e., 

distancing from the family nucleus. There were truly unheard of cases such as that of 

Francisca de la Puerta who fought in the guerillas of La Mancha and Extremadura and 

who in 1810 solicited permission to form her own party. It comes to no surprise that 

such a daring petition was rejected; however, authorities of Extremadura rewarded her 

bravery with the concession of a Medal of Honor. This was not anything new; the 

authorities recognized on many occasions the bravery shown by women, distinguishing 

them with military ranks, as the case with Agustina de Aragon. In effect, José Palafox, 

Aragon General of the Army awarded the famous artillery woman with the rank and 

salary of Sergeant of artillery and with the Country Defender Shield and Shield of 

Distinction. The General wished to count with a female model capable of covering the 

essence of the memorable resolution of Spanish women in the difficult moments lived. 

He understood that the popular attitude before the brutal aggression perpetrated by an 

invading army during the siege of Zaragoza gained in this manner prestige. The 

Supreme Central Assembly also understood it this way, and on the 30 August, 1809 

“attending the patriotism and merit” contracted by Agustina in Zaragoza in the two 

sieges of Zaragoza Square, awarded her with the rank and salary of second-lieutenant of 

infantry. Likewise, guerilla member Catalina Martín, niece of a guerilla leader named 

Toribio Bustamante, was credited with the rank of second-lieutenant of cavalry.  

In any case, in the founding tale of the Spanish Nation the actions of major 

relevance were not realized by guerillas but those acts which permitted the enhancement 

of the great collective feat of Spanish folk in the desired direction. That is why Agustina 

de Aragon´s fight in the guerilla was hardly recognized, whereas her participation in the 

defense of Zaragoza against the French invader deserved all types of praise. The myth 

of the Mother Courage who rises against those who wish to harm her children needed 

women in concrete to become incarnate. The War of Independence proportioned these 

stories. On another note, if we stop and think about the symbols which surrounded the 
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character of Agustina de Aragon we can appreciate its strong universal meaning, which 

leads you to think that some of the Spanish biographies considered exceptional, 

generally members of the popular classes, were the narrative back-up of pre-existent 

myths. If we compare some women surged in this Spanish war context, we can observe 

the extraordinary resemblance it has with other nationalistic processes. In a war 

previous to the Spanish war of Independence, the American Revolutionary War, 

beginning in 1775, we find ourselves with the legend of a youngster who went on from 

supplying water to soldiers to firing the cannon:  

“According to the famous story, a woman called Molly was bringing water to thirsty 

soldiers (that´s where the “Pitcher comes from) during the Battle of Monmouth, New 

Jersey, when she saw her husband shot, then took his place firing a cannon. There´s a 

good bit of historical debate about who this woman might have been, and whether 

“Molly Pitcher” became a generic term for the female water carriers on the battlefield. 

But it´s pretty clear that a woman was working cannon at Monmouth, according to at 

least one eyewitness account. And a person named Mary Hays, who many believe to 

have been Molly Pitcher, was present at Monmouth and was later granted a pension by 

Pennsylvania “for her services in the Revolutionary War” (Cokie Roberts, 2005: 79-80).   

 

          As can be appreciated, the story of Molly Pitcher seems an exact copy of that of 

Agustina de Aragon, i.e., a story about one of the woman who participated in the 

military conflict carrying water for the soldiers and who, in addition, had the courage to 

substitute her husband in the handling of the cannon when he was gunned down. 

Equally connected to that war are the names of Margaret Cochran Corbin, who 

seemingly, handled the cannon when her husband John was wounded and Mary Hays, 

who received an allowance for having fought in the Battle of Monmouth. If the name 

Molly Pitcher was the generic which defined the women fighters in the American 

Revolutionary War, any of these names could be the authentic legendary heroine.  

The doubts which were present in the United States concerning the identity of 

their “pitcher” are similar to those raised in Spain with respects to other heroines of 

lower profile to that of Agustina de Aragon´s. The image of these women of the 

Independence War was constructed with similar elements to those of the Artillery 

Woman and served equally as a reference model of female courage. For instance, in 

Bailen, town of the province of Jaen and emblematic in the resistance of Spanish folk, 

the local tradition recognizes Maria Luisa Bellido as a celebrity for having had the 
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determination to quench the thirst of soldiers and civilians. Given that the battle of 

Bailen developed in the middle of the Andalusian summer, it is easy to imagine that the 

water supply to the combatants converted itself as the principal contribution from 

women to the fight. María Luisa was to end being anonymous due to the presence of 

one of the Spanish Forces chiefs, Field Marshal Teodoro Reding, in the zone she carried 

water to the men. According to the legend, the pitcher she had received a bullet without 

her even blinking. The great coldness she showed not fearing for her life and continuing 

to tackle the thirst of the General went from mouth to mouth and was recompensed with 

an allowance. The irrelevance of the feat and the death of the heroine in 1809 

contributed to the disappearance of her figure. Remaining in the collective thoughts, 

however, was the admiration towards an activity developed by many folk women, 

related to, the one and only, traditional stereotype of the “pitcher woman”. It seems 

clear that, even though the characters are real, the feats of these women both in Spain 

and in U.S. were over dimensioned in line with the patriotic necessities of the moment. 

The iconography, literature and oral transmission were in charge of elevating to 

heroines, simple women. The myth, therefore, complied with it its social function of 

instilling a person of flesh and blood the national values considered worthy of glory. In 

the case of U.S., the image which acquired the most power and, therefore, the one which 

ended up reproducing itself in a wide range of support was that of Molly Pitcher, 

although the figure, more realistic, of Margaret Corbin was also recognized, being 

declared war crippled, and recompensed with half a soldier´s pension and buried in 

West Point (Ucelay, 2009: 216). 

In Spain, the most recurrent graphic representation was that of Agustina 

Zaragoza Doménech. The construction of her legend began in the moment the facts 

were produced and was gradually retro-feeding itself in the following decades at the 

chance of the social changes and punctual necessities of national story. Hence, after 

overcoming the first siege of Zaragoza, General of Aragon, thought it would be 

convenient that a great painter as Francisco de Goya immortalize the events taking place 

in the capital of Aragon. To this end, at the beginning of October the artist set out on his 

journey from Madrid, however, his stay in Zaragoza would not last long, as the defeats 

of Generals Castaños and Palafox in Tudela in November made him return to the 

capital, without much spirit to realize the task entrusted in him. He would wait until 

1810 to re-take the project and set to work on it. Of the series of prints he finally 

realized, generically denominated Los desastres de la Guerra (The disasters of the war), 
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Number 7 represented the feat attributed to Agustina de Aragón. Under the title “Que 

valor” the distinguished artist painted the figure of a woman at the top of a pile of dead 

bodies to continue firing on the French the cannon which was left unattended due to the 

death of the gunner. Even though the painting described the historic figure of Agustina 

de Aragón, Goya dedicated it to the bravery exhibited throughout those years of unrest 

by numerous anonymous Spanish women. It was his wish that this memorable feat have 

universal character, which is why the woman´s face was blurred, so as to not identify 

characters in concrete (Bozal, 2005: 93). This engraving and that of Juan Gálvez ended 

up being the icon references of the myth of Agustina de Aragón throughout 19C. Now, 

as Goya did not have any interest in her “gunwoman” having a concrete identity, Juan 

Galvez included a text in his engraving which left no doubt as to who the beautiful was 

who was firing the cannon:  

 “Agustina de Aragón. Conocida generalmente con el nombre de La Artillera. En el 

ataque del 4 de julio cuando los franceses envistieron furiosamente a la batería del 

Portillo, Agustina, viendo caer muertos o heridos a todos los que la servían, trepa 

denodadamente por encima de los cadáveres, coge la mecha de manos de uno que 

acababa de espirar y la aplica a un cañón, jurando no desampararle mientras durase el 

sitio. Este heroico ejemplo alentó a los patriotas que corrieron a la batería y rechazaron  

de ella a los enemigos. La heroína fue condecorada con un escudo de honor y con las 

insignias de oficial.”  -original quote-    

Once in 20C, the commemoration of the first anniversary of the war offered the 

Spanish leaders of the moment the opportunity to recreate once again the myth of the 

“artillery woman”. In October 1908, King Alfonso XIII and Queen Victoria Eugenia 

assisted in Zaragoza to the inauguration of a commemorative monument, by Mariano 

Benlliure, which paid tribute to feminine heroism. Agustina de Aragón was the great 

star of the celebrated acts in the capital of Aragon. It seemed clear in the beginning of 

the twentieth century that the patriotism of Spanish women could be summarized in the 

image of Agustina de Aragón. To definitely honor her memory, a chapel was 

constructed in the Santa María del Portillo church with the aim of receiving her remains, 

which were up to then found in the Nuestra Señora del Pilar basilica since 1870, and of 

the other two city defenders as well, Casta Álvarez y Manuela Sancho.  

In the commemoration of the hundred years of the beginning of the up rise 

against the French, not only was the memory of the heroine from Zaragoza restored, 

other feminine feats were also recuperated which had remained latent in various other 
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parts of Spain, especially in those places where the fight against the French was more 

epical, for example, in Bailén, scenario of one of the most important battles in the War 

of Independence. In the oral stories of the zone the name of María Luisa Bellido 

continued alive, personifying feminine soberness. With the aim of honoring her 

memory, the town of Bailén placed a tombstone in the facade of the house where the 

heroine of the town was supposed to have lived: “Los obreros de Bailén a María 

Bellido, prototipo de valor y caridad en el centenario de su heroica hazaña. 19 de julio 

de 1808-1908”. It is clear that the distance between the myth of Agustina de Aragón and 

the story of María Luisa Bellido was enormous, however, both women formed part of 

the ample feminine mobilization unchained by the War of Independence, and one way 

or another, both were chosen as national symbols of reference, which explains the 

interest its memory provoked. We understand that during the war against the French, 

many Spanish women participated in great collective feats played by the folk, however, 

the political and ideological interests as well as the personal circumstances of each of 

these women permitted some names to stand out from the others.  

 

 

Consort heroism 

  The re-establishment of the 1812 constitution, after the triumph of Rafael Del 

Riego in January 1820, reopened the debate regarding the presence of women in the 

public life, debate which had been held in suspense during the six years of absolutism. 

The frenetic political activity deployed in Spain throughout the following three years 

encouraged many women to participate in it, moved by the desire to have their voices 

heard. It was not that the new authorities had the will to create the necessary instruments 

for the female participation in public affairs, women, as they had done in the context of 

the War of Independence, had burst in on their own will in all public spaces. We 

mention possible, because evidently, not all places were available to them. Their 

presence in the general Courts, for instance, was object of an intensive controversy, 

which remained unsolved since the beginning of the liberal revolution and which now, 

in the light of new political changes, seemed opportune to reconsider. In the days that 

the Spanish parliament dedicated to this, arguments could be heard in favor of the rights 

of women to be present in the public debates which concerned them. Another serious 

point, however, was the attitude of the Chamber to adopt concrete measures. In effect, 

when the question was put to the vote, the majority of members of parliament opposed 
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to the modification of the Chamber´s regulation. 85 MPs voted in favor of permitting 

the presence of women in parliament and 57 against, therefore, they had to continue 

opening paths in places less solemn than this (Fernández, 2009: 146-150)   

In any case, throughout the three years of liberalism which began in 1820, some 

women managed to be recognized by the Courts which denied their entry. The motive 

lay in the family ties they had with the heroes of the liberal cause. Being a wife, mother 

or daughter of any of them was a great guarantee before the regime. Emilia Duguermeur 

was able to contribute to the liberal political fight for being married to Luis Lacy, one of 

the Independence war symbols and of the fight against absolutism. Although his 

marriage was not a model of coexistence, she was able to profit, in political and 

economical terms, from the disdain and abuse received. Since the execution of Lacy in 

1817, Emilia tried to obtain a widower´s pension she thought deserved due to her 

condition of widower, but all her applications were rejected. She had to, hence, wait for 

more favorable times to restore them. A change of airs came in 1820. When the liberals 

once again took control of the power, Lacy went from an abused liberal conspirator to 

heroe of the war of Independence and liberal cause martyr. So much accumulated 

heroism made him a deserver of the maximum public recognition. Emilia took 

advantage of this favorable situation to once again request the pension that up to then 

had been rejected, the liberal Courts not only conceded it, but they also decide to 

convert her and her son in the main characters of liberal idol´s solemn mournful honors, 

which meant they would have the honors to be received by the Royal family and by the 

Courts  

Amidst all this overwhelm, Emilia had to face a campaign of discredit put in 

force by Carmen Lacy, her ex-sister in law, who accused her of being selfish and a 

hypocrite. In any case, the arguments of the sister full of hurt could not do with the 

power acquired by the spouse, holder of the myth of Luis Lacy. Emilia certainly knew 

how to play her cards so well that she achieved the recognition as a model to follow by 

many Spanish women who wanted to open doors in political affairs. Even though the 

merits the authorities distinguished and paid tribute to were those of liberal fighter and 

not those of his wife, she was able to win her followers on her own account. It seems 

evident that the great personal success of Emilia de Lacy consisted in managing her 

husband´s legacy to her favor and take advantage of the public notoriety reached this 

way to rise as defender of rights that the Courts denied women for the mere fact of 
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being one. In this manner, the leadership deployed at the battalion of women militia 

front constituted in Barcelona towards the end of the Triennium and which fought in the 

defense of the city before the entry of the French in 1823, permits us to consider her 

pioneer of the feminine political associationism in Spain (Roca, 2009: 395) 

     

The place of the defeated   

Despite the participation of Spanish women in the liberal revolution being much 

more known, we cannot forget that there were also women at the service of the 

absolutist cause. Those women who enrolled in this faction did so moved by the desire 

to conserve values and traditional institutions such as religion and the crown. In the 

Liberal Triennium and Ominous Decade the paradigm of the relation between women 

and realism was Josefina de Comerford MacCrohon. She who was to become the 

heroine of “protocarlism” was born in Ceuta on 26 December, 1794 amidst a military 

family of Irish origin. In the mid XIX century, a multifaceted liberal writer named 

Agustín de Letamendi wrote a novel titled Josefina de Comerford o el fanatismo, whose 

main theme were the ultra realistic ideas of Josefina and the relation she established 

with the enigmatic guerilla Antonio Marañón, El Trapense. It was a novel, fiction, 

therefore, based upon a flesh and blood character which explains that legend and reality 

continuously intercross. The importance of the piece by Letamendi lies in the fact that 

the majority of authors who were occupied with the adventures of this woman 

throughout the Liberal Triennium took down information from her, confirming it, errors 

included. However, the biography of Josefina de Comerford has a second part, her 

intervention in the called War of the Offended, which also inspired some literary stories, 

but which is more documented than the former. Indeed, when in 1826 the organization 

of this new absolutist movement was set up; she was found confined in Barcelona 

serving the punishment imposed on her for participating in the parties during the Liberal 

Triennium. The stage of the up rise was Catalonia where important cities like Manresa, 

Vich, Olot and Cervera were left in the hands of the rebels. Catalina managed to escape 

from Barcelona and install herself in Cervera, where she found the means and people 

necessary to form a genuine ultra royalist group, that is, integrated by an elevated 

number of clergymen. With reference to the legend, the self-proclaimed feminine 

general fought with courage during the war of the Offended, leading the fight from her 

horse and without letting go of her sword. The writer, Francisco José Orellana affirmed 
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that Josefina´s house was the center of conspiracy and she was in contact with all the 

principality of Catalonia, with the rest of Spain and abroad. Who some consider the 

authentic heroine of the War of the Offended would lock herself in her library 

“surrounded by war books, taking notes, drawing sketches of the most advantageous 

squares by their strategic position, writing memoirs, proclamations and letters” 

(Orellana, 1856: 2007)  

The magnitude of the revolt explains that Fernando VII move to Catalonia 

towards the end of September 1827 with the aim of ending as soon as possible that 

unsustainable situation. He achieved his objective, as the revolt ceased in a few days. 

On 26 October, a Royal Order opened an investigation to clear the facts and punish the 

responsibles of the ultra royalist up rise. The attorney who was given the cause, Juan de 

la Dehesa, took testimonies from all those charged, finding many contradictions in their 

testimonies. This did not impede, however, that a sentence be dictated in a few days 

which convicted scores of revolted people to capital punishment. The heads of the up 

risers were immediately executed, while others were imprisoned or deported to Ceuta. 

The numerous religious people who participated were left confined in different convents 

of the country.   

Josefina de Comerford, on her part, was arrested on 18 November and put away 

in Ciudadela de Barcelona accused of holding meetings in her house which in the end 

gave rise to the constitution of the Junta de Cervera, as well as having induced more 

than 150 people to arm themselves. The declaration which implicated her the most was 

that of farmer Miguel Ferré, alias el Sereno, who affirmed that he 

 “había tomado las armas en esta sublevación última porque la condesa de Sales le había 

dicho que convenía que las tomase para defender al Rey, y que el declarante siempre 

había sido fiel a S. M. y no lo había hecho por otro motivo, pues dicha condesa les 

persuadía que después que hubiesen levantado gente se unirían con las tripas del Rey 

contra Caracol y los otros sublevados” (Suárez, 1972: 191-192). –original quote- 

This farmer was known to have formed part of the conspiracy movements of 

Catalonia from some time. Already in April 1825, the General of Catalonia had 

informed concerning his conduct, implicating him in the plot of the royalists volunteers. 

He had the knowledge, besides, that the cited person imposed terror in the zone by 

murdering and extorting and was in disposition to raise five thousand men (Fontana, 

2006: 180)      
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On 2 December, the attorney in charge of the case took declaration from 

Josefina de Comerford under oath. She forcefully denied all the charges she was 

accused of; it was of little use, as she was found guilty, although she escaped death due 

to her condition of woman. This way, she ended up being exiled to Seville and confined 

in the convent of Encarnación. In the official story of the War of the Offended, probably 

written by some of the integrants of the committee shortly after the return of the King 

from his transcendental trip to Catalonia, the motives of the murky punishment received 

by the royalist general were exposed:  

“Una mujer de alta clase resultó en el número de los conspiradores. Dª María Josefa de 

Comerford, condesa de Sales, olvidada de la delicadeza de su sexo, y sin duda deseosa 

de ocupar un lugar entre las mujeres célebres, guiada por su imaginación exaltada y 

romántica, se convierte en un tribuno del pueblo, excita la turbación, admite los 

conjurados en su casa, dirige sus planes y los anima con su propio valor. La cuchilla de 

la ley hubiera caído infaliblemente sobre esta mujer turbulenta y audaz si el Monarca, 

compadecido de su sexo, no se hubiera dignado imponerla por pena de su crimen una 

reclusión en un convento de la ciudad de Sevilla donde viva en paz, sin degradar su 

nacimiento, y con el decoro que exige su estado de soltera” (Suárez, 1972: 260).            

– original quote-   

 The defeat of the absolutist ideas represented by Josefina de Comerford explains 

that her figure remain hidden in the vague literary fiction. The details concerning the 

family origins and the public activity of the ultra realist guerilla were made known via 

several books, which were copied from one another, reproducing trite and inaccuracies. 

We have already mentioned that the novel by Agustín de Letmandi was the source to 

which all who wanted to investigate the details of this woman´s biography went to since 

her birth in 1823. One of these writers was Francisco José Orellana, author of a book on 

the Count of Spain., into whom Fernando VII entrusted the repression of the 

insurrection of the Offended in Catalonia. Before beginning to narrate the participation 

of Josefina in the war, Orellana affirms the readers that they already know her, as she is 

“the person with the most talent and erudition existing in Spain in those days” 

(Orellana, 1856: 196). It seems excessive to say, but without a doubt its exaggeration 

confirms the great dimension of the historical character, at least in the era in which he 

wrote, in the mid XIX century. To his understanding, when Josefina surrendered the 

ways of her conscious to el Trapense, that “partisan with a habit”, a woman was lost 

who could have been “the most eminent of our century in terms of wisdom and virtue”. 
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The parallelism of her story with Agustín de Letamendi´s, written seven years 

beforehand, is total from beginning to end. Likewise, the famous historian Antonio 

Pirala in his work Historia de la guerra civil y de los partidos liberal y carlista 

portrayed Josefina, which is identical to Letamendi´s. Well inside XX century, the 

historian Jaime Torras, having undertaken the historical figure of Josefina de 

Comerford, makes reference to the work of Antonio Pirala, pointing out that he “offers a 

biography with novelistic streaks, and we do not know up to which point it is exact”. 

Despite leaving this shadow of doubt regarding the truthfulness of the information 

utilized by Pirala, Torras, as the rest of the named writers, does not name Letamendi´s 

work either.  Perhaps it was due to ignorance, as we can observe that Pirala was inspired 

by a novel to write it, but does not make reference, at any point, to the title or author. 

Likewise, the feats of the ultra royalist guerilla attracted the attention many times of the 

prolific and always well documented Pío Baroja. The first was in Fantasmas de Tarifa, 

inside his work of art Vitrina Pintoresca. As opposed to Antonio Pirala, the Basque 

writer does mention the work of Letamendi, assuring that "los detalles de la vida de la 

señorita de Comerford están tomados, por los autores que hablan de ella, de una novela 

de un señor don Agustín de Letamendi". –original quote-   

We can say that the main mistake in the story of Agustín de Letamendi is its 

ending when he affirms that in 1823 Josefina de Comerford confined herself to a 

convent in the city of Seville. Nothing further from the truth, as the guerilla, without 

showing any repent in its activity and in its relation with Antonio Marañon, continued to 

defend the ultra royalist´s ideas. It is known that in 1824, after the fall of the 

constitutional regime, the “woman general” was transferred to Barcelona in a confined 

manner and she resided there until incorporating into the Offended movement in 1827. 

Some authors consider that Josefina joined this conspiration moved by the exaltation of 

her character. Antonio Pirala, for example, affirmed that that eagerness impeded her 

from being passive:  

 "Ni su carácter, ni su constancia se doblegaban con los obstáculos; y ni el temor de 

volverse a ver presa, ni aun el de mayor castigo, la contuvieron en su perseverancia en 

trabajar por su teocrático partido. Cervera, Manresa y otros puntos eran el foco de la 

insurrección, y deseaba Josefina hallarse en él" (Pirala, 1889-1891: 24).-original quote-   

Benito Pérez Galdós, also, having written about the leading events of the War of 

the Offended in El Voluntario Realista, highlighted the outstanding role of Josefina in 

the organization of the insurrectional movement. For the famous author of Episodios 
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Nacionales, the main activity of the beauty consisted in visiting convents with the aim 

of delivering messages to her co-religious colleagues and raise funds for the cause. As 

other writers had done before him, Pérez Galdós placed special emphasis on the 

vehement and passionate character of Josefina de Comerford.   

None of these writers were able to write any more on the ultra royalist guerilla, 

as from her confinement in to the convent of Encarnación in Seville in 1827, nothing 

more was known of her. The historical character went on to be totally forgotten, yet her 

legend continued to attract the attention of the literary world. In 1926 and 1931 two 

novels written by Cristóbal de Castro were published, a prolific journalist from 

Cordoba, old collaborator of La Correspondencia and El Heraldo by José Canalejas and 

author of numerous works, both theatrical and literary. In 1926, he rescued Josefina de 

Comerford as a heroine in a first story titled La Inglesa y el Trapense. He affirms, in the 

introduction, that the piece pretends to be “un cuadro de época sumamente curioso, 

tratado con gran conocimiento del tiempo en que transcurre”. The short novel, some 60 

pages, had as main character, a beautiful and enigmatic woman who was known as “la 

dama azul”. In the context of social struggle between liberals and absolutists, the figures 

of an uncle, called Enrique de Comerford, Count of Brías and of Antonio Marañon, el 

Trapense, appeared. The story takes place in Madrid, place where the three characters 

find themselves at the beginning of the novel, and Ireland, country where uncle and 

niece travel to to sort out personal affairs. In chapter five, titled “La viajera”, her 

identity is, at last, made clear. It was Josefina de Comerford, from Tarifa. As decades 

earlier did Agustín de Letamendi, Cristóbal del Castro converted the religious fanatism 

into the keystone of the narrated events. Even though el Trapense did not form part of 

the revolution of the Offended, the author of La Inglesa and el Trapense linked the 

trajectory of both mythical characters with the preparatory meetings of the conspiration. 

The scenes of the “woman general” on horseback through the ranks mumbling 

"attention!”, are repeated by Cristóbal de Castro, who darkened the vital career of the 

ultra royalist attributing a humiliating ending after her confinement in the convent in 

Seville. The monotonous life she led in her monastic retirement radically changed when 

she met Frasquito, the gardener´s son. In the last chapter of the novel, “La ex mujer”, 

the reader finds themself with a degraded character, which has fallen into alcoholism 

due to turbulent relationship held with a young man. In any case, the image of Josefina 

would not remain this way. Cristóbal de Castro modified the ending of the ultra royalist 

in La generala carlista, novel published in 1931. The only modification with respects to 
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the work of 1926 was found in the incorporation of the chapter “La última aventura”. In 

it, the tarnished memory of the famous woman is “cleaned”, placing her in the 

organization of an uprising plan against the regency of María Cristina. Cristóbal de 

Castro restores, therefore, a literary character who, despite her age, continues to give 

orders and mobilizes everybody around her.  

Pío Baroja, another one of the great writers seduced by the tales of the guerilla, 

converts her into one of his historical ghosts:  

"Al volver de Gibraltar a Cádiz veo de nuevo Tarifa con sus murallas y sus torreones 

iluminados por el sol rojo del crepúsculo. No pasa por la calle ninguna tapada como un 

fantasma. Para mí los fantasmas históricos de esta ciudad son Guzmán el Bueno con su 

acero, don Francisco Valdés apoyado en su sable y Josefina Comerford con su látigo de 

amazona"(Baroja, 1938: 103).-original quote- 

Up until the 40s when the Basque writer started the publishing of his memoirs, 

Desde la última vuelta del camino, the confusion persisted between the historical and 

literary character. However, in the pages that Pío Baroja dedicates to recall her travels 

through the province of Cadiz, when in Tarifa, he cannot in the least emphasize some 

information regarding Josefina de Comerford. He does so outlining a letter which he 

sent in December 1942 to an architect of Seville, Pedro Fernández Núñez, in which he 

saved him from his persistent error: “Esta carta de Sevilla tiene interés para mí, y puede 

tenerle para algunos lectores, porque aclara la filiación de la famosa en el tiempo 

Josefina Comerford (Baroja, 1949: 1215).” –original quote-. Nevertheless, he renounces 

to continue investigating the matter because, according to him, has lost the book and the 

notes he had on the royalist jockey: “ya no tengo medios para aclarar la figura curiosa 

de esta dama.” The named Andalusian architect affirmed to be willing to do it himself: 

“Si consigo algún retrato de esta extraordinaria mujer y dispongo de tiempo, acaso 

intente hacer un ensayo biográfico, en el que se rectifiquen los errores que hasta hoy se 

consignan en cuantos autores se han ocupado de ella”.  Such work, we believe, was 

never written or, in the event it was, must have been kept unpublished, as there is no 

sign of it.  

 

The power of popular romance 

While Josefina de Comerford was interned in the Encarnación convent in Seville 

towards the end of 1827, close by, in Granada, a woman called Mariana Pineda was 

making a commitment to the liberal cause. Both in reality and in the legend, the 
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character generated the emotional component which would have a fundamental 

presence. In the light of the development of the facts, it seems evident that the series of 

love affairs lived amidst political intrigues forged the character and profiled the tragic 

biography of one of the most famous heroines of 19C Spanish liberalism. The 

matrimony contracted at the age of 15 with Manuel de Peralta y Valle, a youngster of 

liberal ideals, was her political christening. The union would be brief, only lasting three 

years due to the premature death of the husband; however, it was a time of happiness, 

topped off with the birth of two sons, José María y Úrsula María. When Mariana 

widowed in 1822, a crucial year in the liberal revolutionary process, she was only 

eighteen years old. The political restlessness and personal passions of the Young 

woman found, under those extraordinary circumstances, a moment prone for action.  

Mariana decided not to back feed her mourning by interning herself in the 

family home, but overcome the abrupt life situation suffered by going out and extending 

her circle of friends. To achieve this she counted with the invaluable help of the Dukes 

of Teba, María Manuela Kirpatrik y Crivegée and Cipriano Guzmán Palafox y 

Portocarreño, parents of Eugenia, the future empress of France. In spite of the fact that 

only a short time had elapsed since these illustrated noblemen and women had installed 

themselves in the city, they already counted with a famous gathering which the young 

widow frequented. Among the people of liberal tendency with whom she could have 

related with was a soldier called Casimiro Brodett y Carbonell, who she would end up 

falling in love with and planning a wedding. Albeit, the wedding would not be 

celebrated, as the to be groom abandoned the army and the country, after not achieving 

the “purification” of his conduct.  

The Ominous Decade, initiated after the abrupt frustration of the three years of 

liberal regime, led many Spaniards to exterior exile or live exiled in the interior of their 

own country longing for a rapid political change. Mariana formed part of those who 

were not conformed to staying expectant. Both in her political fight and in her liberty to 

choose a sentimental partner converted the Young widow into a symbol of ideas which 

the Fernandine authorities persecuted insistently. When in 1827 some beloved relatives 

fell prisoner for conspiring against the absolutist regime, she did not hesitate in 

maintaining them communicated with the circle of liberal conspirers they belonged to.  

This close relationship established with her uncle, Pedro García de la Serrana, and with 

her cousin Fernando Álvarez de Sotomayor placed her in the view point of the 

Fernandine authorities. From this episode begins the traditional version which links 
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Mariana Pineda her cousin Fernando, who for love, helped flee from prison in 1828, 

without fearing the police persecution she would be subject to from then onwards. Even 

though this romantic story had much success, it is quite far –fetched because at the time 

the Young woman was emotionally linked to a lawyer of Granada called José de la Peña 

y Aguayo. In addition, from this union a girl would be born in 1829, in whose raising 

she took no part, due to the personal circumstances she was going through. The father of 

the child was also not willing to recognize the child, as he feared this could damage his 

political ambitions.  

 In any case, the affair of Mariana Pineda with the lawyer was not the cause of 

her tragic ending, but the discovery in her house of an alleged liberal flag. The 

exemplary punishment Mariana received for this can only be explained within the 

persecution campaign the liberal conspirators began after the failed attempts of Torrijos 

in Algeciras and Manzanares in the mountains of Malaga. In effect, Mariana had 

commissioned two fashion designers to make a flag, but when they understood the 

severity of the moment and the terrible consequences that assignment could have 

brought them, she made the women stop the order. Nevertheless, the police, who were 

aware of such maneuvers, obliged the two fearful dressmakers to take the half finished 

flag to Mariana´s house. On 18 March, 1831 a search was carried out of her house and 

the object sought was found. Mariana was arrested in her own home and Ramon 

Pedrosa, Mayor of the crime of the Royal Chancellor of Granada, was able to convert 

the flag into the principle charge against her. It was to no use that she declared not 

knowing the existence of such seized object.   

Following the known facts of the story, the young heroine tried to use her 

seduction abilities to elude the home arrest and free herself of such ordeal. Firstly, by 

trying to sweet-talk the jailer who arrested her when, disguised as an old lady, was 

fleeing from her confinement. Once having been returned to her house, the doctors, also 

dazzled by her charm, ratified the illness she claimed she suffered from, but which in 

reality was a new scam with which to win time. The authorities, however, did not let 

themselves be deceived and on the 27th she was transferred to the prudish Santa María 

Egipciaca, a famous prison for women of the city. There, Pedrosa, who had also fallen 

prey to Mariana´s attractiveness, would offer her liberty provided she turned in her co-

religious colleagues. As can be observed, the feminine beauty is very present in the 

traditional narration as a powerful weapon, in this case, boosting the lust of the crime 

Mayor who, once rejected, would act unmercifully against her. For this reason, the 
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legend would convert Ramon Pedrosa into the symbol of masculine dominance exerted 

on women by means of sexual aggression. The fact that the lascivious desires of an 

almighty man as he, attracted by the beautiful widow, were left unsatisfied gave the 

opportunity to show the rejection reaction by the folk before the despotic use of power. 

To the contrary, the historical figure of Mariana was to become one of the most 

everlasting feminine symbols of Spanish liberalism.  

The creation of the myth of the martyr heroine began a few years after her 

execution once the regime entered into a stage of liberal reinforcement after the 

insurrectional events of 1835. While the government of Juan Álvarez Mendizábal was 

undertaking the inexcusable financial reforms of the chaotic Spanish Tax department 

through profound politics of deamortization, liberal symbols of great unifying value 

such as General Rafael del Riesgo´s. As an initiative of Mendizábal himself, the 

governing Queen María Cristina signed a decree by which Riego was “given back his 

good name, fame and memory” (Fuentes, 2008: 41). Something similar occurred to the 

figure of Mariana Pineda in her native Granada, one of the cities which in the summer 

had joined the liberal movement. The local authorities decided to elevate her to national 

heroine category in 1836, five years after that 26th May, 1831 when she was executed 

“a garrote vil” – vile club-. Hence, with the memory still fresh in the collective memory, 

the city council dedicated three days in May to the annual commemoration of the 

anniversary of the death of a “victim sacrificed by despotism”.  

That same year two important texts were published on the new liberal idol, the 

first, Doña Mariana Pineda. Narración de su vida, de la causa criminal en la que fue 

condenada al último suplicio y descripción de su ajusticiamiento, was written by the last 

lover of Mariana and father of her child, José de la Peña y Aguayo. Also among these first 

tributes was an epicede which contained laudatory elements which, year after year, 

generation after generation, would end up elaborating the heroic image of the Spanish 

martyr: Mariana, o el último día de la hermosa de Granada: 

“ Doña Mariana de Pineda y Valdivia, natural de esta ciudad, fue sacrificada en un 

patíbulo a vista de su misma patria, el día 26 de mayo de 1831 por haberse hallado en su 

poder una Bandera Nacional que se decía estar bordada por la susodicha. Su conocida 

opinión a favor de la noble causa de la Libertad, despertó las sospechas de los satélites 

del despotismo que la creyeron cómplice en un plan de alzamiento: así era verdad; pero 

esta Gloriosa Heroína pereció víctima del sigilo político sin que se hallase convicta ni 

confesa de sus consortes ni de su supuesto crimen. El inicuo Pedrosa y algunos otros 
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verdugos fanáticos que aún existen, la exterminaron para adquirir a costa de su vida la 

gracia de los déspotas. ¡Gloria inmortal a la víctima sacrificada! ¡Maldición eterna y 

muerte afrentosa a sus exterminadores! -original quote- 

Always parting from these initial postulates, in the decades following, the 

claiming vocation of the figure of Mariana Pineda would increase, depending on the 

historic logics of the moment. As was to be expected, the periods of major progress 

were accumulating tributes to the pre-existing, this occurred from 1835, during the six 

year Democracy and in the First Republic. However, in the Moderate Decade and in the 

Restoration, the character sank into oblivion. Another matter would be the continuing of 

the myth in the collective imaginary of Spanish folk, independent to political 

orientation. Certainly, the ballads which the legend of Mariana had antagonized 

remained throughout the years to come with very few variations, as in the titled “A la 

lamentable y scented merit de la hermosa heroína de nuestro siglo, doña Mariana 

Pineda”: 

 The flag: 

 “Marianita se volvió a casa,  

La bandera se puso a bordar, 

La bandera de los liberales,  

La bandera constitucional” 

  

Out of spite vengeance of Ramón Pedrosa: 

“Marianita era de Granada,  

Su belleza debió inspirar 

A Pedrosa, coronel infame 

Su lujuria insolente y audaz”  

 

Loyalty towards her religious colleagues: 

 “A Mariana suben al cadalso,  

Al cadalso, por no declarar,  

Inocente que al cadalso sube,  

¡Cuánta sangre les ha de costar! 

 

Dignity when facing death: 

“A sus hijos les ponen enfrente,  

Por ver si algo pueden conseguir. 
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Y responde muy firme y valiente: 

¡No declaro, prefiero morir!” (cit. en Rodrigo, 2005:63-65) -original 

 

The myth of Mariana Pineda reached Federico Garcia Lorca in this manner, 

involved in popular ballads, orally transmitted. The poet from Granada would immerse 

himself into sources such as the previously quoted to write his Mariana Pineda. 

Romance popular en tres estampas, released in the Goya Theatre of Barcelona in 1927, 

with the famous actress Margarita Xirgu in the lead role. Lorca elaborated characters 

with the profile acquired when converted into legends, without feeling, therefore, the 

obligation of being loyal to historical facts. This creative liberty can be clearly 

appreciated in the manner he tackled such specific story elements as the incident of the 

flag. That inconclusive task had become, without doubt, the metaphor of the feminine 

contribution to the liberal fight against the absolutist oppression. Garcia Lorca did not 

doubt in attributing Mariana with the authorship, who was the person on who the 

majority of ballads fell upon. This was so because the poet wished to use as central 

theme of his work strong introspective and feminine connotations. On the other hand, 

the object tackled was not just anything, it responded to a flag, that is, a revolutionary 

emblem property of the masculine world. In this manner, the young woman would 

beautify herself even more with the attractiveness of the incursion into a field forbidden 

to women. (Serrano, 2000: 124).  

At the beginning of the 20s, when Lorca was projecting to write Mariana 

Pineda, he shared a vision he had of her with his friend Melchor Fernández Almagro, 

farfetched, by the way, from the heroine praised by liberalism:   

“Mariana, según el romance y la poquísima historia que la rodea, es una mujer pasional 

hasta sus propios polos, una posesa, un caso de amor magnífico de andaluza en un 

ambiente extremadamente político (…) Ella se entrega al amor por el amor, mientras los 

demás están obsesionados por la Libertad. Ella resulta mártir de la Libertad, siendo en 

realidad (según incluso lo que se desprende de su historia) víctima de su propio corazón 

enamorado y enloquecido” (cit en Serrano, 2000: 123).-original quote- 

A few years after the release of Romance popular en tres estampas, the newly 

proclaimed Second republic would recover the recognized liberal tradition of the myth 

of Mariana Pineda. The socialist Fernando de los Ríos would be the savior of the 

immortal figure from Granada and one who shared with Garcia Lorca the attraction for 

this historical character. Even though both the poet and the republican minister 
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participated in the commemorative acts organized by the new Spanish authorities in 

1931 on the occasion of the first centenary of Mariana Pineda´s execution, their point of 

views differed deep down, as Lorca rejected all kinds of instrumentalization of partyism 

of a popular allegory to which he would attribute a more sentimental than political 

dimension.  
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